
LURE XIII – MINION COOL PLAY TOURNAMENT REPORT

“During  the  Third  Age  (LURE XIII),  Sauron  the  Dark  Lord 
returned  and  threatened  to  enslave  all  of  Middle-earth.  
However,  having been defeated  and almost destroyed in  the  
Second Age  (LURE IX), Sauron hesitated - he wanted to restore  
himself  to full  power before starting his final assault on the  
Free  Peoples  ...  In  the  Minion  Cool  Play  Challenge  Deck  
Tournament at Lure XIII, the Witch-king of Argentina was the  
first Ringwraith to succeed.“

»†«

Anno 2009 the Minions in the Cool Play Tournament were all 
defeated  by  the  Free  Peoples  of  Middle-earth. 
Four years they did hide in the darkness until they 
returned to the Lure of MECCG. They came with 
new evil weapons from the Virtual Card Sets.

A real minions does drink „Schergenbräu“ the 
One Beer to rule them all and of course it's for free.
Friday at 19:30 o' clock the Nazgûl did gather in the 
dungeons  of  the  castle  Stahleck for  the  ultimative 
challenge.  They got to achieve special  scenarios  and 
cool play turns in order to satisfy the dark lord himself. 
A real minion does not need rules for that.  So there 
were no fixed rules for the tournament  format.  After 
the first round Akhôrahil  (HOLGER) asked if we may use 
the Dream Cards rule „discard a copy of your avatar  
from hand to untap your avatar in play“. The other 
Nazgûl did agree and we used that rule for the other 
rounds.

»†«

A real minion needs energy and of course they do drink 
the One Energydrink to rule them all „Schergensuff“.

»†« 

After three rounds of  drinking  playing …

Ringwraith Cool Player marshalling ₧ tournament ₧

Witch-king Marcos Cáceres [34] [34] [25] ∑(27)

Khamûl Hans-Werner Milpetz [22] [20] [--] ∑(5)

Dwar Bernd Brunner [29] [28] [34] ∑(18)

Indûr Patric Laxander [10] [37] [--] ∑(9)

Akhôrahil Holger Fischer [17] [20] [--] ∑(9)

Hoarmûrath Stefan Fankel [20] [20] [--] ∑(5)

Adûnaphel Wolfgang Penetsdorfer [23] [24] [23] ∑(21)

Ren Thorsten Werner [32] [11] [--] ∑(6)

Ûvatha Charles-Philip Bentley [13] [21] [--] ∑(5)

Balrog Alexander Köhler [21] [35] [26] ∑(17)

Thanks for participating and supporting Cool Play.
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